Transitive and periphrastic sentences affect memory for simple causal scenes
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Abstract

Can linguistic structures influence how people perceive and remember causal events? Using a change-detection method, we presented participants with direct causal scenes paired with either transitive (He stretched the toy) or periphrastic sentences (He made the toy stretch). Participants then viewed movies with changes to the manner of action (stretching the toy with palms up vs. down) the result (stretching it a shorter vs. longer distance), or no change. Participants judged whether the two movies were identical. Reading periphrastic sentences made people more likely to notice a change in manner than a change in result. Reading transitive sentences had the reverse effect – participants were more likely to notice changes in result. This work provides an important advance in our understanding of how rich conceptual representations map into the grammatical structures of language. We discuss how this novel method can provide insight into the nonlinguistic representations recruited by particular sentence structures.
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Introduction

How do speakers map between richly structured event representations and structured linguistic descriptions? For many kinds of events, speakers have a wide range of options. A speaker who sees a boy breaking a window with a baseball can choose to say: “The window broke”; “The boy broke the window”; “The boy broke the window with a baseball”; “The boy broke the window with a baseball during a Little League game” or, if the event was unintentional, “The boy accidentally broke the window.” Each of these choices selectively highlights some aspects of the event (the result, the cause, the manner, the context, the intent etc.) perhaps at the cost of neglecting others (“The boy broke the South Rose window of Notre-Dame”). Many theories of verb argument structure and event representation have been proposed to explain the conceptual primitives that might underlie these descriptions (Gleitman 1990; Jackendoff 1990; Levin & Rappaport-Hovav 2005; Pinker 1989; Talmi 1985).

Although all of these sentences describe the same actual occurrence, how the speaker represents the event will influence the type of description chosen. Conversely of course, the way an event is described influences how people represent it. Fausey and Boroditsky (2010) showed for instance that listeners were more likely to attribute blame and financial responsibility to the perpetrator of a causal event following agentive descriptions (“He broke the vase”) than non-agentive descriptions (“The vase broke”). Other studies of event representations involved in language have focused on generalizations above the level of individual event-description pairings (Fausey and Boroditsky 2011; Lakusta & Landau 2012). For instance, Fausey and Boroditsky show that English speakers are more likely than Spanish speakers to remember the perpetrator of an accidental causal event, even when the events are presented non-linguistically. They suggest that this may be because typical descriptions of accidental causal events in English (“He broke the vase”) focus on the agent whereas typical descriptions of accidental causal events in Spanish do not (“Se rompió el florero”, roughly “the vase broke itself”). However, because this was a purely nonlinguistic task, we cannot conclude whether the memory differences in this study were primarily an effect of these particular sentences, as opposed to other effects of language or culture.

Nonetheless, when different sentences include different components of the event (i.e., by including or omitting reference to the causal agent) it seems evident that linguistic descriptions might influence event representation (and vice versa). However, in some cases, more than one sentence is available even to describe the same components of the event (e.g., “The boy broke the window”/“The boy made the window break”).

What nonlinguistic event representations might underlie linguistic distinctions like these? One factor known to influence event descriptions is the directness of the causal event. In direct causal events, the causal agent immediately impacts the causal patient. By contrast, in mediated events, the causal agent impacts the causal patient through an intermediary (e.g., a tool used to bring about the effect).

Work comparing direct and mediated causal events has predominantly examined two types of linguistic structures: lexical causatives and periphrastic causatives. While lexical causatives encode the result in the main verb of a transitive sentence (“The boy broke the window”), periphrastic causatives (“The boy made the window break”) are multi-
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clausal and encode the result in the embedded verb. The exact syntactic differences between these sentence types are subject to the particular linguistic framework used, but the situations under which speakers of several languages tend to use each type have been extensively catalogued. Research has shown that adults both prefer and produce transitive sentences more often to describe direct causal events than mediated events (Wolff, 2003; Song & Wolff 2005).

Here, we look at the impact of specific syntactic structures on adults’ memory for events. We examine transitive and periphrastic descriptions because unlike agentive and non-agentive sentences, these two sentence types both encode the causal agent and the result. When both transitive and periphrastic sentences are acceptable, does sentence choice affect participants’ visual memory for causal scenes?

We used a change blindness paradigm (Pashler 1988; Simons & Levin 1998; Simons & Chabris 1999) in which we asked participants to report whether a movie changed between the first and second viewing. Our hypotheses concerned the effect that reading different sentences would have on change detection. Wolff (2003) suggests that causal transitive sentences should lead listeners to expect direct causal scenes. Motivated by this hypothesis, we predicted that when viewing intentional, direct causal scenes, participants who read transitive sentences (e.g., “The boy stretched the accordion”) would be relatively better at detecting result changes (e.g. stretching an accordion toy a little vs. a lot) and relatively worse at noticing changes in manner (e.g. stretching an accordion toy with hands facing up vs. down). In contrast, since periphrastic (but not transitive) causal sentences can be used to describe mediated causal events, we expected that participants who read these sentences would be better at detecting manner changes.

**Experiment**

**Method**

**Participants** 329 adult participants took part in the experiment, which was conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Participants were screened to be located in the United States and self-reporting as native English speakers. Testing was conducted over several days, and care was taken (by monitoring user ID numbers assigned by Amazon) that participants did not take the survey more than once.

**Materials** We constructed 12 stimulus movie sets, each based around a simple, intentional causal action that could be described in a simple transitive sentence. Two example stimulus sets are shown in Figure 1, and videos of all stimuli used the experiment are available online at.

![Figure 1](Sample stimuli images from 2 events. Each of 12 events had a base movie and 2 change movies (manner change, result change). In the “Roll” event, the manner change involved the woman switching from using one hand to using two hands. In the result change, the toy truck rolled across the table with its wheels up, rather than its wheels down. In the “Rattle” event, the manner change involved the woman changing the direction she shook the toy ring. The result change involved changing the sound the rattle made. The 10 additional event type triads were Bend, Bounce, Close, Drop, Tip Over, Ring, Rotate, Spill, Spin and Stretch. In addition to the critical movies, all participants received 6 control ‘base-movie/no-change’ trials (not depicted).}
In addition to the base movie, each set included a manner-change version and a result-change version. In addition to the twelve target stimuli, six movies used in a previous study of direct, intentional causal actions (Muentener & Lakusta, 2011) were included as control ‘no-change’ stimuli.

Stimuli were presented online using the Python package EconWillow (http://econwillow.sourceforge.net).

Procedure Each participant was randomly assigned to one of six conditions, crossing sentence type (Transitive, Periphrastic, Baseline/no sentence) and change type (Manner, Result) in a between-subjects design. To ensure that participants were able to view and hear the movies presented over the Internet, and to check language skills, all participants first watched a movie similar to the experimental stimuli and provided a short description. Participants were informed that they would view pairs of movies and be asked to report whether they were the same or different.

A schematic of a sample trial is shown in Figure 2. On each trial, participants were first instructed to get ready for the next movie, with the target sentence (or no sentence, in the Baseline condition) printed below. Then they saw the base movie for that stimulus – playback controls were disabled so that participants could not watch movies more than once. After reading the target sentence again, participants performed math problems during a 5 second delay. Finally, they viewed a second movie. In the no-change trials, they simply saw the initial movie a second time. In the change trials, they saw the altered version of the movie that was appropriate for their condition (Manner or Result.) Participants were asked whether they thought the second movie was the same or different from the first, and feedback was given after every trial. In total, participants saw 12 change trials and 6 no-change trials.

Results

To ensure that participants were not simply reporting that all movies contained changes, performance on the no-change trials was used as criteria for inclusion in the analysis. 206 participants (mean 34.3 per condition) answered at least 5 of 6 no-change trials correctly and were included in all analyses below.

Figure 3 plots participants’ accuracy on change trials. There was a significant Change x Sentence interaction (F(2, 200) = 4.54, p < 0.02) as well as a significant main effect of Change type (F(1, 200) = 8.22, p < 0.01.) In the Transitive condition, participants were significantly better at noticing Result changes than Manner changes (t(75) = 3.53, p < 0.01); this difference was marginal in the Baseline condition (t(63) = 1.74, p = 0.086.) For Periphrastic sentences, there was no difference in accuracy between Manner and Result conditions (t(62) = 0.61, p = 0.55). As predicted, a planned comparison showed that result changes were detected more often following transitive sentences and manner changes were detected more often following periphrastic sentences (t(200) = 3.22, p < 0.01).
Because there was an unanticipated difference in detection rates for the Baseline (no sentence) conditions, we examined detection rates on each of the 12 individual ‘change’ items. This difference was almost entirely due to just three items where the salience of the manner and result changes were not well matched. For these three items, the result change was easier to detect at baseline than the manner change. \( (Close - X^2 = 7.79, p < 0.01; \ Drop - X^2 = 7.61, p < 0.01; \ Tip-Over - X^2 = 8.90, p < 0.01) \). To clarify the nature of the differences observed for Transitivive and Periphrastic sentence conditions, we removed these three items from subsequent analyses.

Following this removal of salience-mismatched items, the only significant omnibus result was a significant Change x Sentence interaction \( (F(1, 200) = 4.14, p < 0.02) \). Again, the planned comparison was significant: result changes were detected with greater success after reading transitive sentences, while manner changes were detected more often following periphrastic sentences \( (t(200) = 2.99, p < 0.01) \). These results are depicted in Figure 4.

**Discussion**

As predicted, the choice of transitive or periphrastic description had a marked impact on participants’ memory for scenes. Participants who heard transitive sentences were more likely to detect changes in the result of a direct causal event than changes in the manner. Participants who heard periphrastic causal sentences showed the reverse pattern, showing better performance when detecting manner changes. This pattern persisted when three items which were not matched on baseline manner/result salience were removed.

One concern with these results is that the periphrastic is a less frequent and more complex linguistic description than the transitive. As a result, participants may have simply been more attentive to the events after they were described with periphrastic sentences. Arguing against this interpretation however, participants in the periphrastic conditions were not more attentive to event changes across the board: indeed, they were more likely to neglect result changes. However, to further address this alternative explanation, we are currently investigating participants’ memory for manner and result changes when they read other complex or infrequent sentences.

Note that the effect of sentence structure on scene representation in this experiment consists of relative inattention to particular change categories. While the manner and result detection rates are different for transitive and periphrastic sentences, the more frequently detected change in each case is statistically identical to the baseline detection rate \( (t(63) = 0.96, p = 0.34; t(79) = 0.23, p = 0.82) \). This finding is consistent with the within/between category effect found for color words (Winawer et al 2007.) Russian speakers, who have separate basic color words for light and dark blue \( (goluboy \) and \( siniy \), showed a between-category advantage for color perception. When they were asked to distinguish between color chips that were both \( siniy \) or both \( goluboy \), they showed decreased performance compared to color chips which were equally similar but crossed the naming boundary. English speakers showed no such advantage for dark blue vs. light blue colors.

Together with Winawer et al’s study, the current results suggest that event perception helps us identify the conceptual categories that are mapped to particular linguistic structures. When no sentence is presented, both manner and result changes are considered potentially relevant. However, when people read a sentence description, a particular perspective is imposed on their event representation which seems to make some categories important and some less important. For transitive sentences, manner changes which preserve the result (e.g. bending a toy with right vs. left hand, but reaching the same final position) seem to constitute a relatively unimportant difference, and changes are neglected. In contrast, the result of the action is central to the event representation, and participants continue to notice these changes. For periphrastic causal descriptions, the reverse is true: minor
changes in the result are seen as relatively unimportant whereas minor changes in the manner are seen as central to the event.

Note that Wolff’s theory of causal descriptions suggests that lexical (transitive) causatives are used only for direct causal events, while periphrastics are also used to describe mediated events. Wolff focuses on how people choose between the two sentence types for different scenes but does not make specific reference to how these descriptions affect attention to the manner in which a causal event is brought about. In this study, we are able to extend this work by showing that these descriptions have a specific effect on event perception. Even when considering events that can be described with either type of sentence, participants pay more attention to how an event took place after reading periphrastic causal descriptions than after reading transitive descriptions. With this change-detection method, it will also be possible to test other event aspects that have to do with the types of events Wolff has studied, such as changes in instrument or type of agent-patient contact.

Moving beyond causal descriptions, this method can also be used to test other hypothesized correspondences between syntactic structures and particular event features or semantic concepts. After viewing sentence-event pairings, the prediction is that participants will be more sensitive to changes that have to do with the event feature representations that map to the sentence. In contrast, when changes of the same salience are made to event aspects that are not central to the sentence-event mapping, participants will fail to notice these changes. Thus, patterns of memory and attention can allow us to discover the specific semantic content of particular sentence types.

This work provides an important advance in our understanding of how rich conceptual representations map onto the grammatical structures of language, a key problem in the study of language and thought. The mapping between language and thought goes in both directions – language provides the tools to describe a wide range of event construals, and in turn, the specific descriptions we use can influence event perception, altering which components of event representations are seen as most important. By testing how memory for events changes when people encounter different types of sentences, we can experimentally discover the underlying event features which structure our cognitive and linguistic representations, and begin to understand how these representations are used in the moment to understand and describe events in the world.
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